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JMS Configuration
Posted by kentjigga - 2010/11/08 04:08
_____________________________________

I need help understanding JMS configuration. 

1. I would like to create a master/slave configuration using my existing site as the master and a slave
site with it's own unique template and layout. 

2. I previously created a separate site that I want to incorporate into my slave site but not sure how to
configure it. 

3. Should I preserve my master site by cloning it to a slave site and begin from there ? 

4. JMS is installed and ready for configuration... 

Thanks

============================================================================

Re: JMS Configuration
Posted by edwin2win - 2010/11/08 09:41
_____________________________________

I suggest that you have a look to the tutorial video 0.d that give you an overview of different possibilities. 

1) See also tutorial video CP-05 that show how to create slave site with specific /images and /templates
directory. You also have tutorial video 0.b slide 31-34 that show different possibilities. 
Full sharing, Full copy and partial sharing of the /templates directory. 

2) If this is a domain and that you are using cPanel, go in cPanel addOn and create the domain using a
specific document root. 
Get inspired of the directory structure that you can find in tutorial video 0.b slide 21-24 
In general we recommend a directory structure like "domains/yourdomin.com/public_html" 

3) This is a good practice to preserve the master and replicate it into a specific place. 
When I am doing a configuration for the customer, this is what I am trying to do when this is possible and
later I rebuild a slave into another DB that become the original website. 
So you could move your existing website in master.yourdomain.com and later create a slave that restore
the www.yourdomain.com

============================================================================

Re:JMS Configuration
Posted by kentjigga - 2010/11/08 23:01
_____________________________________

Thanks for the tips.... 
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One more question ? 

I have created a new JMS master site and migrated my old site to a  "slave website master (football) "
based on my original website and database. 

I now would like to an create an additional slave that uses the new master slave database(football) with
custom coding.  Most of the coding is in the components directory. I tried just creating a blank directory
and also linking, but I can't get my custom code to work... 

Any Ideas ?? 

Thanks....

============================================================================

Re:JMS Configuration
Posted by edwin2win - 2010/11/09 09:26
_____________________________________

If you create your own extension, the simpliest method is to have an install procedure like any extension
and to install it in the master. 
After that you should be able to re-install the extension in the slave. 

Try to bypass the Joomla installation might be more complex and you have to add entries in several
table to declare the extension. 

So try to create your extension with a specific name and install it as all the extension.

============================================================================
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